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Abstract. The results of a first systematic assessment of plasma edge transport

processes for the limiter startup configuration at Wendelstein 7-X are presented. This

includes an investigation of transport from intrinsic and externally injected impurities

and their impact on the power balance and limiter heat fluxes. The fully 3-D coupled

plasma fluid and kinetic neutral transport Monte Carlo code EMC3-EIRENE is used.

The analysis of the magnetic topology shows that the poloidally and toroidally

localized limiters cause a 3-D helical scrape-off layer (SOL) consisting of magnetic flux

tubes of three different connection lengths LC . The transport in the helical SOL is

governed by LC as topological scale length for the parallel plasma loss channel to the

limiters. A clear modulation of the plasma pressure with LC is seen. The helical flux

tube topology results in counter streaming sonic plasma flows.

The heterogeneous SOL plasma structure yields an uneven limiter heat load

distribution with localized peaking. Assuming spatially constant anomalous transport

coefficients, increasing plasma density yields a reduction of the maximum peak heat

loads from 12MWm−2 to 7.5MWm−2 and a broadening of the deposited heat fluxes.

The impact of impurities on the limiter heat loads is studied by assuming intrinsic

carbon impurities eroded from the limiter surfaces with a gross chemical sputtering

yield of 2%. The resulting radiative losses account for less than 10% of the input power

in the power balance with marginal impact on the limiter heat loads. It is shown that

a significant mitigation of peak heat loads, 40-50%, can be achieved with controlled

impurity seeding with nitrogen and neon, which is a method of particular interest for

the later island divertor phase.

1. Introduction

The quasi-isodynamic stellarator Wendelstein 7-X [1, 2] started the first plasma

operation in a limiter configuration [3, 4]. In this field configuration the plasma boundary



1 INTRODUCTION

does not include magnetic islands and the SOL is defined by five poloidal graphite

limiters located at the bean shaped symmetry planes. The limiters define the position

of the last closed flux surface and are positioned such that they prevent high heat fluxes

onto the unprotected main chamber wall and metallic frame structure of the divertor

targets which will be installed later.

Initial discharges are limited to a maximum deposited energy of 400kJ on each

limiter (in total 2MJ) at maximum heat loads of 10 MWm−2 [3]. The limiter shape was

chosen based on a field line diffusion method to optimize the heat load distribution and

prevent peak loads Ppeak from exceeding the design limits at an input power of about

Pin = 4 MW [4].

This limiter configuration was designed to simplify the in-vessel target design and

allow for faster startup. Though one might intuitively think that the edge configuration

of this limiter configuration is simple, it is shown in this paper that the combination

of the particular limiter design and localization with the helicity of the plasma edge

topology in the magnetic configuration establishes a 3-D boundary such that the power

and particle drain still remains a 3-D edge transport issue similar to the later island

divertor configuration [5, 6, 7].

A set of three distinct types of magnetic flux tubes is established in the SOL and

hence, from the edge transport point of view, the limiter configuration represents an

excellent basic test case for studying 3-D helical SOL transport and the coupling to the

main target elements without the complication of magnetic field stochasticity or the

effects of finite plasma pressure on the 3-D equilibrium. This predictive study shows

that substantial plasma densities and heat loads on the limiters can be reached such

that the interaction of the 3-D SOL plasma with the limiters as heat bearing component

and the impurity release from these limiters can be assessed.

The results presented contribute also to the exploration of the edge transport and

divertor heat and particle loads in the later island divertor phases. Moreover, this

magnetic topology is comparable to helical SOL topologies assessed for instance at Tore

Supra with the ergodic divertor [8, 9] and TEXTOR-DED [10, 11, 12] as well as the

helical divertor structure in the Large Helical Device (LHD) [13, 14] and the quasi-

helically symmetric (QHS) configuration of the Helically Symmetric eXperiment (HSX)

[15, 16].

Power losses due to edge impurity radiation are expected to be crucial during future

high-heat-flux divertor campaigns and quasi-stationary high performance operation

[17, 18, 19]. The approach is to use intrinsic and actively injected impurity species

in the edge plasma to radiate energy and reduce the heat flux reaching plasma facing

components (PFCs). This has been shown to be succesful at other devices in the past

[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In particular the investigation of the effects of the

magnetic edge topology on the stability of detachment and radiation layer at Tore

Supra [28] and W7-AS [29, 30] and recent achievements of detachment stability at LHD

using external gas fueling combined with resonant magnetic perturbations [31] show the

potential to enhance the plasma performance and enable full exploitation of the steady
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1 INTRODUCTION

state capabilities of W7-X.

In this paper, a first systematic numerical exploration of the plasma edge transport

and plasma surface interaction (PSI) for scenarios during the startup phase of W7-X

(OP1.1) [3] is presented. The aim is to provide first predictions and a general overview of

the plasma edge transport behavior, the limiter heat loads and the impact of intrinsic and

seeded impurities on the power balance. In the latter case the focus is on the exploration

of controlled radiative edge cooling. This study does not aim for completeness, rather

serves to motivate experiments and to provide a first approach for the interpretation of

the relevant and most obvious 3-D SOL physics effects. Future studies will go deeper

into those aspects which turn out to be relevant and accessible by diagnostics during

the relatively short initial experimental campaign [3, 32, 33].

The inherent non-axisymmetric magnetic field configuration and the limiters

exposed to the plasma acting as strong recycling and intrinsic impurity sources require

self-consistent 3-D modeling of at least plasma and neutral transport. For this purpose

the fully 3-D coupled fluid plasma edge and kinetic neutral transport Monte Carlo code

EMC3-EIRENE [34, 35] is employed in this study. EMC3 was originally developed for

stellarators and solves a set of reduced Braginskii fluid equations for particles, parallel

momentum, and energies for electrons and ions [36]. The parallel heat transport is

classical while the perpendicular transport of particles and heat is assumed to be

anomalous and has to be set as input parameters D⊥ and χ⊥,e,i. At the surfaces of

simulated PFCs Bohm boundary conditions are applied for particle and heat fluxes.

EIRENE solves the kinetic transport equations for neutral atoms and molecules

including collisional processes [37, 38]. It provides ionization sources, momentum and

energy sources and sinks from the atomic and molecular processes such as charge

exchange and ionization.

The impurity transport is modeled by a trace fluid approach which assumes only

a small density perturbation by the impurities. A simplified fluid momentum balance

equation is solved and the impurities impact the main plasma species only by ionization

and excitation through a loss term in the energy balance equation [39].

Self-consistent treatment of magnetic or electric drift effects and volumetric

recombination are not included in the current code version.

The scenarios adressed and the boundary conditions used are explained in further

detail in section 2.

The edge topology is analyzed in section 3 in order to investigate the magnetic field

structure and the target-to-target connection lengths LC as an important topological

quantity for the edge transport.

In section 4 the correlation between the magnetic topology and plasma edge

transport is discussed.

The PSI is considered in section 5 by calculating the limiter heat fluxes and relating

their characteristic pattern to field topology and the impact of different transport

conditions. Parameter scans with respect to density and perpendicular transport

coefficients are performed in order to investigate their impact on the plasma edge
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2 MODELING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE LIMITER SCENARIO

transport and power deposition on the limiters.

In section 6 radiative edge cooling is modeled taking carbon sputtering proportional

to the incoming bulk ion flux into account.

Radiative power losses from actively seeded nitrogen and neon are considered in

section 7. The impact of impurity radiation is primarily investigated with respect to

heat flux mitigation.

In section 8, the results are summarized and next steps for future work are

presented.

2. Modeling boundary conditions for the limiter scenario

The magnetic field configuration and the shape of five inboard graphite limiters are

chosen for the startup scenario [4] such that significant power loads to the metallic in-

vessel components are avoided and a limiter heat load distribution is achieved which is

as homogeneous as possible. A complete vacuum Poincaré plot calculated at the bean

shaped symmetry cross section (φtor = 0◦) is shown in figure 1a. In figure 1b the impact

of the limiters is sketched. The limiters have a vertical extension of about ∆Z ≈90cm

and and toroidal extension of ∆Y ≈18cm (∆φtor ≈1.9◦). They define the magnetic

SOL topology by cutting the field lines in a domain featuring mostly closed magnetic

flux surfaces. The resulting poloidally alternating pattern in the profile shown in figure

1b represents the open field lines featuring three different lengths: LC =36m, 43m and

79m. This will be further assesed in section 3. The ι = 5/5 divertor islands are shifted

far outside of the limiter radius (not included in the Poincaré plot), while the ι = 5/6

resonance is located within the LCFS. As a result any short circuiting within the edge

transport region by fast transport around island separatrices is avoided.

Taking into account the five-fold periodicity and the stellarator symmetry of W7-X

[40] a simulation grid covering a toroidal extension of ∆φtor = 1
2
· 360◦

5
= 36◦ is sufficient

for EMC3-EIRENE simulations to assess the plasma edge features. A density scan

is performed varying the last closed flux surface densities nLCFS between 1·1018m−3

and 1.9·1019m−3 for a fixed heating power of Pin = 4 MW which is defined at the

inner simulation boundary (ISB, not identical with LCFS). Some dedicated cases are

investigated with a reduced power of 2MW.

The anomalous transport coefficients are free model parameters which are in general

unknown and can be inferred experimentally [41]. For now, they are assumed to

be spatially constant and kept fixed for this study at values of D⊥ =1 m2s−1 and

χ⊥,e,i =3D⊥ for both, hydrogen and impurity species. They were varied in some cases

in order to study the dependence of the edge transport and resulting heat loads on the

level of cross field transport.

The production of intrinsic carbon impurities is modeled by a gross sputtering yield

of Ychem =0.02. This corresponds to a carbon flux of 2% of the recycling flux to mimick

the chemical erosion. Once released from the limiters, the neutral impurities are traced

kinetically until ionized and then the resulting impurity ions are followed by the fluid ion
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3 LIMITERS CAUSE NON-ISOTROPIC SOL TOPOLOGY OF HELICAL FLUX

TUBES

tracing method in EMC3 through the plasma. Assuming a small density perturbation,

the impurities interact with the background plasma only through a loss term in the

energy balance equation.

Local gas sources are defined according to the experimentally available high pressure

gas injection systems [3, 32] and appropriate injection currents IN,Ne are chosen as a

free parameter in order to model controlled seeding of nitrogen and neon. A radiation

fraction of 40% of the input power entering the inner simulation boundary is targeted

in this study in order to achieve a significant impact on the limiter heat loads which

should also be observable by diagnostics available during the startup phase. By default,

impurities reaching the inner simulation boundary are returned from the core domain

in the same charge state as they entered. In addition, in order to examine possible

effects of the core transport conditions on the plasma edge impurity transport, a 1-D

core transport model [42] is applied for a specific case study. This model takes further

ionization of impurities crossing inside the core plasma into account.

3. Limiters cause non-isotropic SOL topology of helical flux tubes

The magnetic topology is analyzed by calculating the target-to-target field line

connection lengths LC which define characteristic parallel transport length scales of

the helical flux channels. The results are shown in figure 2 as 2-D connection length

profiles LC = LC(R,Z) at four toroidal cross sections. In figure 2a the up/down-

symmetric bean shaped section at φtor = 0◦ is shown where the limiter is located. The

cross section including the location of the gas injection system at φtor = 12.3◦ is shown

in figure 2b. A further loaction at φtor = 24◦ is shown in figure 2c. The triangle shaped

symmetry section at φtor = 36◦ is shown in figure 2d.

A clear poloidal modulation of LC is seen which results from the interaction of the

limiters with helical field lines at low magnetic shear. It is found that the SOL magnetic

topology composes of three types of magnetic flux tubes of different LC .

The reason for their formation is explained in figure 3 where the 3-D paths of three

single field lines, each as representative of one magnetic flux tube, are shown. In the

first case, the field line starts and ends at the same limiter after one toroidal turn (figure

3a), corresponding to a length of LC ≈36m. In the second case the field line hits after

1.2 toroidal terms the next neighbouring limiter, corresponding to LC ≈43m (figure

3b). In the last case the field line needs 2.2 toroidal turns (LC ≈79m) to reach the next

neighbouring limiter (figure 3c). The outer layer of LC in the very edge has a neglible

impact as it lies several density decay length radially outward of the real SOL transport

domain. As a consequence, the wall and in-vessel componentes are neglected as targets

in this topological analysis and the following transport calculations.

From figure 3 it is obvious that every limiter is connected with itself by the shortest

flux tube (36m) and with the next neighbouring limiters by the longer ones (43m and

79m). The SOL magnetic topology relevant for transport decomposes therefore into

3 · 5 = 15 separate magnetic flux tubes.
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4 POLOIDAL MODULATION OF PRESSURE PROFILES AND COUNTER

STREAMING FLOWS

In summary, the W7-X start-up topology features a relatively simple discrete

distribution of connection lengths due to low shear, sufficiently poloidally extended

limiters and the absence of strong resonances in the edge. This is in contrast e.g. to the

ITER limiter topology [43, 44], which features very complex patterns of radially and

poloidally separated domains of LC which vary over several orders of magnitude.

4. Poloidal modulation of pressure profiles and counter streaming flows

EMC3-EIRENE simulations were carried out for pure hydrogen plasmas at spatially

fixed perpendicular transport coefficients (D⊥=1 m2s−1, χ⊥,e,i=3D⊥) and Pin=4MW.

The resulting SOL plasma transport profiles show for all density cases a strong poloidal

modulation of the plasma parameters.

This is shown in figure 4 for a scenario with nLCFS =7·1018m−3 at Pin =4MW.

The 2-D profile of the thermal plasma pressure (p = n(Te + Ti)) in figure 4a features

dented isobares. A comparison with figure 2b reveals that the poloidal variations of

the pressure follow the connection length modulation. Poloidal scans of plasma data

and connection lengths along poloidal surfaces of constant effective radii show a clear

correlation between plasma transport and magnetic edge topology. In figure 4b such a

1-D poloidal profile is shown for SOL pressure (red) and LC (blue). The maxima and

minima of the pressure clearly match with the maxima and minima of the connection

lengths.

The 2-D Mach number profile in figure 4c features a poloidal modulation and

counter streaming flows in neighboring flux channels in correlation with the connection

length profiles in figure 2b. In figure 4d the corresponding 1-D poloidal SOL profiles

are shown for Mach number (green) and LC (blue). The plasma flow shows a strong

modulation in correlation with the lengths of the respective magnetic flux bundles.

The poloidal pressure variations manifest because the long connection length flux

channels show higher densities and temperatures due to stronger cross field fueling of

particles and heat from the confinement and the longer parallel transport length scales

when compared to the shorter ones. In the short connection lengths regions the fast

parallel losses are more effective. This modulated pressure (figure 4a,b) drives the

corresponding flows (figure 4c,d).

The counter streaming flows at a given toroidal location (here φtor = 12.3◦) arise

because the adjacent helical transport channels are of different lengths (LC) and are

partly connected to different limiters. Therefore the midpoints (l‖ = LC
2

if l‖ ∈ [0, LC ]

measures the magnetic limiter-to-limiter distance) which are in the simple SOL model

[45] assumed to be the locations of the stagnation points (v‖ =0 ms−1 and M =0) are

shifted with respect to each other. Within a single flux tube the flow strength increases

once one leaves the midpoint along l‖ either in positive or negative toroidal direction

towards the connected limiters. The direction and level of sonic flow depends on the

distance to the closest limiter where it reaches ion sound speed (M=1) - in EMC3-

EIRENE, the Bohm velocity is used as boundary condition at the target.
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5 THE 3-D HELICAL SOL TOPOLOGY CAUSES UNEVEN LIMITER HEAT

LOADS

An interpretation by the simple SOL model may hold as a first approximation for

the interpretation of the 3-D simulation results. The development of corresponding

simple models for the 3-D SOL of stellarators is an ongoing task of research. E.g. the

assumption of the simple SOL model that all ionization occurs inside of the last closed

flux surface is not necessarily valid since the helical flux tubes in the W7-X startup

configuration studied pass the vincinity of other limiters and therefore can receive

neutral particle sourcing from additional recycling neutrals within the EMC3-EIRENE

model. These additional ionization sources might slightly change the flow structure

expected from a simple SOL description in the given cases. For the time being, the

simple SOL approach is used as an initial guideline. In the following the correlated

impact of the heterogenous LC topology on the limiter heat loads will be discussed.

5. The 3-D helical SOL topology causes uneven limiter heat loads

In the following the limiter heat loads of hydrogen plasmas are analyzed with particular

focus on the correlation to the magnetic topology. Effects of impurities will be discussed

separately in the next sections.

As a first step the connection lengths mapping and the limiter heat loads qdepo
are calculated with EMC3-EIRENE. In figure 5 the 2-D LC mapping (left) and the

resulting 2-D distributions of the heat load for the density case nLCFS =1·1018m−3 at an

input power of Pin =4MW (right) are shown. The connection lengths pattern consists of

diagonal red stripes corresponding to the long (79m) magnetic flux tubes. The dark blue

center stripe represents a region without magnetic connection because of the flat top of

the limiter. Here the field lines of the LCFS proceed tangential towards the limiter. The

size of the unwetted area in the modeling might be slightly overestimated because of the

finite radial resolution of the numerical grid used for the LC mapping. The dark blue

unwetted region and the red stripes enclose the domain of 43m long connection lengths

(green). The outer (turquoise) area corresponds to the shortest length scale (36m).

A characteristic feature of the heat flux pattern shown in figure 5 (left) are the

vertical stripes with maxima Ppeak = max(qdepo) on the upper left and lower right part

of the limiters (Z ≈ +/ − 0.2m). These striation patterns result as a combined effect

of magnetic flux tube topology, target geometry, incident angles of the field lines and

the radial decay of plasma transport. The heat loads reduce towards the outer part of

the limiters, as the parallel heat fluxes decay exponentially in radial direction. Due to

the missing magnetic connection no fraction of q|| reaches the flat center of the limiter.

Rather one would expect a weak diffusive cross field transport contribution to qdepo at

this small flat domain. However, this perpendicular depostion is neglected at this point

since it is not relevant for the heat flux characteristics defined and discussed in the

following.

Electrons lost along the open field lines towards the limiters will establish the

parallel temperature and density gradients in the code (using ambipolarity condition)

and these parallel gradients will cause convective and conductive heat fluxes onto the
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5 THE 3-D HELICAL SOL TOPOLOGY CAUSES UNEVEN LIMITER HEAT

LOADS

limiters. According to the correlation between plasma parameter and magnetic length

scales LC , the Ppeak appear at positions where the long flux tubes connect to the limiters

close to the LCFS (at Z ≈ +/ − 0.2m in figure 5). As in the case of the pressure and

flow modulations correlated to LC before (section 4), this is because the long magnetic

flux tube receives more cross field fueling of particles and heat which corresponds to a

higher ratio of perpendicular to parallel transport. This correlation however is effective

only in the near SOL region where the flux tubes touch the LCFS and receive cross field

fueling from the confinement region. In the far SOL this correlation gets washed out

since the flux tubes overlap in radial direction in the outer SOL and exchange particles

and heat among eachother.

For tokamaks, it was found that the heat flux channel width scales with the

poloidal magnetic field and hence results for ITER in very small values causing a strong

concentration of heat loads on divertor target tiles [46, 47]. For stellarators it is assumed

that the much longer connection length (e.g. several 100m for the island divertor SOL

[18]) will result in a significant broadening of the heat flux channel width. The helical

SOL of the W7-X startup scenario allows to assess this initially, though the previous

discussed magnetic connection lengths are in a range close to those in a tokamak SOL.

The limiters of the W7-X startup configuration feature a 3-D shape such that

effects of the target geometry function on the deposited heat fluxes have to be considered

carefully. In order to define a measure for the heat load decay in relation to the SOL heat

flux channel width, a description of the deposited heat flux distributions and explanation

of governing mechanisms is attempted in the following. The parallel heat flux reaching

the limiter is defined as:

q‖ = ncs(γeTe + γiTi) + qrec (1)

where γe =4.5 and γi =2.5 represent the sheath heat transmission coefficients for

electrons and ions and cs ≈
√

Te+Ti
mi

is the ion sound speed. The additional term

qrec =(13.6eV +2eV)ncs accounts for a small heat flux contribution due to atomic and

molecular recombination on the limiter surface. The parallel heat flux q‖ is assumed to

decay radially as:

q‖ = q‖,0e
−(r−rLCFS)/λq‖ (2)

where λq‖ is a chracteristic decay length and r is the effective radius. Taking

modification by geometry effects into account, the deposited heat flux on the limiter is

given by:

qdepo = q‖ sin(α) = q‖,0e
−(r−rLCFS)/λq‖ sin(α) (3)

where α is the incident angle of a field line on the limiter. The limiter surface

is formed in such a way that α mainly depends on r. This assumption is based on

the design of the limiter surface which was adjusted such that it lays conformal to an

idealized LCFS [4]. In this idealized assumption, the deformation of a surface element

with length s along the limiter surface is just a function of the radius and not of the
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5 THE 3-D HELICAL SOL TOPOLOGY CAUSES UNEVEN LIMITER HEAT

LOADS

poloidal angle. The local surface coordinate s is here defined such that s(rLCFS) = 0

and |s| increase in toroidal direction (compare to magenta mark in figure 6(left) and

horizontal axis in figure 6(right) in the following). At the limiter tip (s = 0) α is

zero, hence qdepo = 0. The changes of the qdepo profiles along the limiter surface can be

explained by calculating the first derivative of qdepo with respect to s:

dqdepo
ds

= q‖ cos(α)
dα

dr

dr

ds
− 1

λq‖
q‖ sin(α)

dr

ds
= (

1

λα
− 1

λq‖
)
dr

ds
qdepo (4)

where λα = tan(α)
dα
dr

> 0 being a purely geometric factor. Thus, qdepo has maxima

at λα = λq‖ . On the limiter-tip side of the maximum (the flat limiter center domain),

where λα < λq‖ ,
dqdepo
ds

is mainly determined by the limiter surface form. Here, the

sudden strong decay behaviour of the qdepo-profiles around the limiter center is caused

by the shallow angle of incidence (α → 0). In the limiter edge regions the field lines

terminate with a steeper angle of incidence on the limiter surfaces and λα � λq‖ . Here,

the limiter heat load qdepo is less affected by the target geometry and can therefore serve

to estimate the strength and decay of the actual parallel heat flux q‖. That is the peaks

and outer tails of the qdepo-profiles can be used to illuminate the correlation between

magnetic topology and parallel heat fluxes causing explaining the deposition pattern in

figure 5 (right).

The dominant role of λq‖ in the decay of qdepo in the limiter edge region enables

a characterization of the heat transport by measuring the decay length λsf which is

defined as

λsf := − qdepo
dqdepo
ds

≈ λq‖
ds

dr
(5)

Because ds
dr

is a sensitive function of r, it is expected that the λsf , deduced by

exponentially fitting the qdepo profile, is sensitive to the selection of the s-position where

the fitting is made.

Additionally, one has to take into account from which LC domain the local qdepo
originates. From figure 5 it is clear that one might cross different magnetic flux

tubes while following an arbitrary path in s-direction along the limiter surface. The

definition of λsf provided above is therefore valid for each LC separately. It is a quantity

which is measured experimentally and can be compared with the values obtained from

numerical simulations. An attempt to map the surface fluxes inferred from EMC3-

EIRENE modelling to the upstream position is ongoing and will be presented in future

publications as separate topic.

In order to study the dependence of the parallel heat fluxes on changing plasma

transport conditions, a density scan is performed. In figure 6(left) the resulting 2-D

heat flux distributions on the limiter surface are shown for densities in the range of

nLCFS =1·1018-1.9·1019m−3 at a fixed input power of Pin =4MW. Profiles along the

limiter surface path length s in horizontal direction are extracted at the position of the

peak value in the right deposition stripe (Z ≈ −0.2m) for the different nLCFS. These
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5 THE 3-D HELICAL SOL TOPOLOGY CAUSES UNEVEN LIMITER HEAT

LOADS

1-D surface heat flux profiles qdepo(s) are overlaid with the connection lengths LC as

shown in figure 6(right). Due to the geometry effects discussed above, the 1-D profiles

exhibit steep decay towards the center domain of the limiter and shallower decay in the

outer part of the limiter.

The heat flux characteristics for the density scan are shown in figure 7. The heat

load maxima (Ppeak) obtained from the left and right peak profiles (figure 6) are plotted

for the different densities in figure 7(left). The effective λsf of the tails of the left and

right peaks are shown in figure 7 (right). In order to reduce the effects of the target

geometry and keep them separated by the magnetic connection lengths LC as discussed

above, the λsf are determined by exponential fits of the left and right 1-D peak profile

tails marked in red, (figure 6 (right). The left left tail features a slightly higher λsf than

the right tail (a factor of ≈1.3) as seen in figure 7(right).

With an increase in nLCFS of approximatly one order of magnitude from 1·1018m−3

to 1.9·1019m−3, the maximum peak loads reduce from Ppeak ≈12.5MW to ≈7.5MW on

the right profile and from Ppeak ≈9.5MW to Ppeak ≈7MW on the left profile. The decay

increases for the right profile tail by a factor of two from λsf ≈0.75cm to ≈1.5cm. The

left profile tail increases by approximatly the same factor from λsf ≈1cm to ≈2.1cm.

This is because with rising density the fixed input power is distributed among more

plasma particles and perpendicular fueling of the flux tubes is increased. At the same

time the power losses due to the interaction with neutrals drop from 11.2% to 7.5-8.5%.

Here, the term of the anomalous perpendicular heat flux becomes more effective due to

its dependence on the density n:

q⊥ = χ⊥,e,in∇⊥Te,i +
5

2
Te,iD⊥∇⊥n (6)

The leading term behind this finding is within the EMC3-EIRENE model equations

the density dependence of the perpendicular conductive heat transport shown in

equation 6. In addition to the increasing density, an effect of reduced temperature under

fixed power input is expected from the convective and conductive terms in equation 6.

While the density is increased by one order of magnitude at the upstream position, the

temperature is only reduced by 16%. This results in the decay of Ppeak (figure 7,left) and

broadening of λq‖ (figure 7, right). However, the change of maximum peak levels and

distribution widths in the deposition profiles in figure 6 and the heat flux characteristics

in figure 7 decreases with further increasing nLCFS. So far, the anomalous cross-field

transport coefficients were kept to be D⊥ = 1.0 m2s−1 and χ⊥,e,i = 3D⊥. They have to

be inferred experimentally.

To consider their impact on the target heat load distribution, transport coefficient

scans are performed for nLCFS=9·1018m−3. Furthermore, this diffusion scan is performed

at low and high input powers of Pin =2MW and 4MW. The resulting 2-D limiter heat

loads forD⊥ = 0.5m2s−1, 1.0m2s−1 and 2m2s−1 are shown in figure 8(left) for Pin =2MW.

The corresponding 1-D profiles are shown in figure 8 (right) for both heating scenarios.

The blue, cyan and green curves correspond to increasing transport coefficients at

Pin =4MW while magenta, red and yellow correspond to the same coefficients at

10



6 EFFECTS OF ERODED INTRINSIC IMPURITIES

Pin =2MW. The reduction of the input power by a factor of 2 causes nearly a halving

of the peak maxima. However, in both input power cases Ppeak strongly varies with D⊥
as well.

In the heat flux characteristics in figure 9, the drop of Ppeak as result of reduced

input power and the decay with increasing D⊥ is shown. Green symbols represent the

high input power (Pin =4MW) maximum peaks and effective λsf obtained from left

and right peaks by the same fitting method as in the density scan above. The blue

symbols correspond to the same data obtained at Pin =2MW. The evolution shows very

clearly a broadening of the heat channel and a decay of the maximum peak in the two

scenarios. The perpendicular convective and conductive heat flux in equation 6 is in

this case increased through the rising χ⊥,e,i and D⊥ respectively.

The decay of the right peak maximum Ppeak by ≈40% and the increase of the

related λsf by a factor of 2-3 for rising D⊥ emphasizes the importance of carefully

choosing the experimentally inferred transport parameters used as modeling input. In

turn, by matching the experimental profiles with the model, D⊥ and χperp,e,i can be

inferred. A mapping of the parallel heat flux from the downstream to the upstream

position and a more detailed analysis of the transport dependence on LC is subject of

ongoing research.

Of course, the effects of error fields and changes of the vacuum magnetic field due

to electro-magnetic forces acting on the coil geometry can slightly change the magnetic

topology and the correlated strike lines. More obvious changes could arise due to drift

effects such as ∝ ~E × ~B not included in the current version of EMC3-EIRENE.

A substantial underestimation of the modeled heat loads onto the limiter center

tangential to the magnetic field lines of the LCFS is due to the assumption that only

q‖ contributes to qdepo. As discussed in [44, 48] substantial loads up to 10% of q‖ can

appear on PFCs oriented parallel to B in tokamak experiments. For the stellarator

non-zero contributions due to funneling might therefore modify the predicted heat load

patterns in the center.

6. Effects of eroded intrinsic impurities

The helical SOL transport studies discussed so far did not take impurities into account.

Impurity transport is addressed in this section with the particular focus on the impact

of impurity radiation on the limiter heat loads. The experience gathered should be

useful for later investigations of this topic in the topologically more challenging island

divertor scenarios. In this section the impact of intrinsic carbon impurities eroded from

the limiters is assessed in order to estimate the amount of total radiative losses and the

relevance for edge cooling.

With a fixed effective sputtering yield of 0.02, the resulting gross erosion of carbon

yields impurity fluxes between 2.8·1020at/s and 3.2·1021at/s for the given density range,

leading to total radiative losses of 0.03 MW to 0.28 MW in the complete simulation

domain. This corresponds to a fraction of less than 7-8% of the input power in the

11
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investigated transport domains. The effective yield assumes that chemical erosion is

dominant. Physical sputtering which depends on the energies of the hitting particles

[45] is neglected so far. Because this study focuses on the feasibility of edge cooling,

radiative losses from heavier impurities (in particular iron, copper) are not taken into

account. High energetic charge exchange neutrals born in the confinement region and

rarely affected by the SOL temperature and density conditions could sputter significant

amounts of heavy impurities at the metallic wall and other in-vessel components, as

discussed in [49]. In the consequence the radiative losses by heavy impurities could set

a density limit and restrict the maximum operational nLCFS below the maximum value

(1.9·1019m−3) assumed in this study.

An overview of the total impurity radiation distribution for a density scenario of

nLCFS =1.3·1019m−3 at Pin =4MW at the toroidal cross section of the gas inlet is

provided in figure 10. In figure 10a only the integrated carbon impurity radiation is

shown, while figures 10b and c contain the total radiation during nitrogen and neon

seeding scenarios which will be discussed in the next section. The carbon radiation is

primarily located near the LCFS, peaking within the SOL. In figure 10a the radiation

pattern contains a stripe-shaped domain of high intensity corresponding to the shadow

of a limiter, from where the carbon originates.

In figure 11 the poloidally and toroidally averaged radial distributions of the total

impurity radiation for four density scenarios are shown. The density dependence of

the radial carbon radiation distribution for the four density cases is provided in figure

11a. For the densities with nLCFS >7.0·1018m−3, the peak values of the total carbon

radiation are located in the SOL at an effective radius of reff ≈ 50 cm, 2-3 cm distant

from the LCFS. The highest density (nLCFS =1.9·1019m−3) causes obviously the highest

chemical sputtering and therefore the highest radiation amount (cyan line in figure 11a)

with a peak value of Prad,C,max ≈0.11Wcm−3.

However, the choice of the transport coefficients and the boundary conditions for

the impurities can change the results. In order to assess these issues, both, the boundary

conditions at the LCFS and the cross-field transport coefficients are varied for carbon

in the following for a fixed nLCFS =9·1018m−3 with Pin =4MW. The resulting radial

radiation profiles are shown in figure 11b.

In the previous default cases the transport parameters were kept spatially constant

at D⊥ = 1.0m2s1, χ⊥,e,i = 3D⊥ inside and outside the LCFS and the inner simulation

boundary condition is set such that the net impurity ion flux for each charge state is

zero. The resulting radiation distribution is shown in figure 11b (blue); in this case,

about 50% of the total radiative losses occur in the confinement region. This is because

the intermediate charge states are not further ionized within the domain enclosed by the

ISB. This boundary condition likely overestimates the amount of intermediate charge

states and their contribution to radiative losses within the confinement region.

To explore the sensitivity of the impurity results on the boundary conditions, a

1-D impurity transport core model [42] is applied assuming a flat core profile of ncore =

5.0×1019m−3, Te,core = 2.0 keV and D⊥,core = 0.1m2s−1. The resulting profile in figure

12
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11b (red) shows a strong reduction of radiated power in the confinement region; in this

case, the radiation at the ISB drops from Prad,C ≈0.025Wcm−3 to Prad,C ≈0.007Wcm−3.

This is because the core transport model allow for further ionization steps to take place,

for C+5 in particular. In the default case further ionization of this charge state within

the core is neglected which causes an overestimation of its density around the ISB and

related contributions to the total impurity radiative losses. However, the peak and the

radial distribution of the total impurity radiation within the SOL is not affected by

these boundary conditions.

The transport coefficients within the LCFS are expected to show a radial decay

in inward direction. Therefore two further cases (magenta and green in figure 11b)

are presented assuming different perpendicular transport coefficients for the SOL and

confinement region. A radial core transport profile is defined as: D⊥(r) = 0.1m2s−1

for r < rLCFS and D⊥(r) = 1.0m2s−1 for r ≥ rLCFS (χ⊥,e,i(r) = 3D⊥(r)). In the first

case (magenta) these profiles are assumed for the main hydrogen species only while the

coefficients are kept spatially constant for carbon at D⊥ =1m2s−1. In the second case

(green) these profiles are used for both main hydrogen plasma and carbon impurities.

In the first case the radiation distribution within the SOL hardly deviates from the

cases (blue and red) discussed above. However, it features higher radiative losses in the

confinement domain than the remaining cases discussed here. In the second case (green)

the radiation has another peak in the confinement domain and then reaches at the ISB

the level of radiation obtained by applying the core transport model (red) discussed

above. Additionally, the sharp transition of the perpendicular transport applied to the

impurities causes a further peak at the LCFS and a slightly increased peak within the

SOL. The radiation distribution depends non-linearly on the temperature profile [50]

which changes with varying transport conditions as well. The main result obtained

is that the SOL radiation is relatively independent of the transport conditions in the

confinement and core domain for spatially fixed cross field transport of the impurities.

The last case (green) discussed demonstrates a stronger sensitivity of the SOL radition

to changes of the perpendicular transport of the impurities.

To examine the impact of carbon erosion on the limiter heat loads, only spatially

fixed transport coefficients (D⊥ = 1.0m2s−1) are used. This is performed as a first step

as the exact conditions in the experiment are unknown and the analysis above has shown

that impurity transport and the radiation distribution in the SOL and in the vincinity of

the LCFS is barely affected by the changes of the core transport conditions. In figure 12

(left) the 2-D heat flux deposition patterns are shown for the case of pure hydrogen and

for cases including impurities at Pin=4MW and nLCFS =7·1018m−3. Comparing the two

cases, with and without the effects of eroded carbon show only marginal changes in the

2-D profiles. The corresponding 1-D profiles (blue and cyan) in figure 12(right) deviate

only slightly in their maximum peak levels. Comparing the surface deposition decay

lengths λsf inferred and the maximum peak loads Ppeak in the heat flux characteristics

in figure 14 (blue and green symbols) confirms that the contribution of intrinsic carbon

impurities to heat flux mitigation causes reductions of less than 10% between the peak
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load maxima while changes of λsf are almost undetectable.

The modeling results presented within these boundary conditions show that carbon

sputtered from the graphite limiters has only a small capacity for self-protection in

terms of power dissipation. Accordingly the sputtered carbon level in the parameter

region assessed does not provide a sufficient energy sink to cause plasma termination

before possible heavier impurities sputtered from the main vessel wall become relevant

[49]. Furthermore, the results clearly show that the edge impurity transport behaviour

is, within the assumptions of this study, almost independent from the core transport

conditions.

7. Radiative edge cooling by seeded impurities

The helical SOL in the W7-X limiter startup scenario is an excellent test case for the

feasibility of radiation cooling in a helical boundary by active gas fueling of suitable

radiator gases. The critical question is if the combined effects of gas feed locations in

the 3-D boundary, transport and recycling behavior of the injected impurities toghether

will allow the injected cooling gases to distribute in a way that they cause a homogenous

power dissipation in the plasma edge and reduce the heat fluxes onto PFCs in a

controlled and homogenous way.

Two different species are considered for controlled radiative edge cooling by active

impurity seeding: nitrogen and neon. The anomalous transport conditions for main

plasma and impurities are kept spatially constant at D⊥ =1 m2s−1 and χ⊥,e,i =3D⊥. A

density scan is performed prescribing a total power loss of 40% of the input power (4MW)

by the respective seeded species, that is Prad,N,Ne=1.6MW. At the same time, carbon

erosion is assumed at the fixed yield of 0.02 as described in section 6 so that the total

radiative losses are caused by intrinsic and externally seeded impurities together. Gas

sources are assumed at 10 toroidal positions, each localized at a distance of ∆φtor ≈ +/−
12.3◦ from the bean shaped symmetry planes (figure 2b). This is the planned setup which

is presently being developed for the high heat flux divertor phase of W7-X. The kinetic

start energy of the impurities is set to 0.05eV in the modeling assuming purely thermal

neutral atoms. Reflection, recycling or sputtering of nitrogen and neon is neglected

at this point. These assumptions are used in order to provide a first estimate for

the radiation distribution edge cooling feasibility and efficiency of these two species.

Seeding experiments with these two species showed that neglection of nitrogen recycling

on carbon surfaces can be a valid assumption while neon was observed to show stronger

recycling and therefore more homegenous and longer lasting radiation distributions

[25, 27].

The 2-D radiation patterns of nitrogen and neon (including also the radiation

from eroded carbon) are shown in figure 10b, c for the scenario discussed in section

6. The radiation distribution of the seeded impurities suggests strong accumulation

behavior inside of separate domains. This is because the impurities are injected into the

LC =43m flux tube (compare green mark in figure 2b). Due to the relatively short LC ,
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perpendicular transport does not yield significant fueling of neighbouring flux tubes.

This localization of the radiation in the vincinity of the seeded magnetic flux bundle

could be disadvantageous for the desired uniform heat load mitigation if the toroidal

distribution of local seeding sources is limited and does not match with the periodicity

of the helical magnetic topology. During the initial limiter operation scenarios, two of

the later planned 10 toroidally symmetric distributed gas injection systems are used for

testing controlled impurity seeding and radiation cooling. Local seeding of a magnetic

flux tube by a single gas source allows for investigation of the SOL flux tube geometry

and possible local source effects. Comparisons of experimental results to the modeling

results presented here are ongoing.

An example of the 2-D limiter heat load distributions including the mitigation

effects of nitrogen and neon impurities (and simultaneous carbon erosion) is shown in

figure 12 (left), and as 1-D surface scan in figure 12 (right, green and magenta) for

nLCFS=7 · 1018m−3. The increase of impurity radiation by additional seeding results in

a strong mitigation of the peak maxima almost in correlation to the power loss fraction

of a factor of ≈0.4.

The density dependence of the impurity fluxes achieved by nitrogen and neon

puffing is shown in figure 13 (left). The cyan triangles represent the nitrogen flux

and the magenta circles correspond to the neon flux. The simultaneous carbon fluxes

during nitrogen and neon seeding are given by black triangles and circles, respectively.

For comparison the carbon fluxes for scenarios without seeding are shown as grey

squares. During seeding with neon or nitrogen the carbon flux drops by ≈11-12%. The

resulting total impurity radiation shown in figure 13 (right) consists of the prescribed

1.6MW losses (dashed blue line) by impurity seeding and additional radiative losses

from sputtered intrinsic carbon which scales with the limiter recycling fluxes of the

considered density scenarios.

The results in figure 13 (left) show unrealistically high seeding rates required for

low density plasmas to achieve the 1.6MW radiation losses so that the seeded impurity

would dominate over the main hydrogen plasma species (e.g. IN ≈ 100·IC ≈ 2.8·1020s−1

for nLCFS=1 · 1018m−3 ). Radiative edge cooling with significant power losses appears

not to be feasible in the lowest density scenario taken into account here and violates

the validity of the trace impurity model applied. With rising nLCFS, the nitrogen fluxes

reach the same strength as those from intrinsic carbon. Even lower seeding rates are

needed for neon. For example one finds for nLCFS=1.9 ·1019m−3, IN ≈ IC ≈ 3.2 ·1021s−1

and INe ≈ 0.3 · IC ≈ 1021s−1. This means that in this relevant regime only moderate

amounts of nitrogen and neon are needed for achieving significant radiative power losses.

In figure 14 the complete heat flux characteristics are shown for all density scenarios

at an input power of 4MW with and without eroded and seeded impurities. The peak

heat maxima of the 1-D surface profiles show for left and right peaks a strong drop of

40-50% in case of lower densities once nitrogen or neon are injected (figure 14, left).

However, with increasing density the peak heat maxima are less affected by the power

dissipation through impurities. The local heat flux decays λsf shown in figure 14 (right)
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are affected even less dramatically by the power dissipation. In spite of the discrete

distribution of local gas sources and the helical localization of radiative power losses

(figure 10b, c) a homogeneously reduced power load is achieved.

Neon is a more effective radiator compared to nitrogen as it provides more energy

levels and achieves the same integrated radiation with less concentration such that

INe ≈ 0.3·IN . However, it is shown in figure 11d that neon radiation also expands deeper

into the confinement region where a change of transport conditions, as demonstrated

above for carbon, might also change the SOL radiation fraction Prad,Ne(r < rLCFS)

significantly. In contrast, nitrogen radiates for the higher densities predominantly in the

SOL and the vincinity of the LCFS (figure 11c). Thus, the arguments made for carbon

in section 6 regarding the uncertainties in core transport should hold for nitrogen to a

large extent. A larger amount of core nitrogen radiation occurs for the lowest density

case (figure 11c), but the seeding flux in this case reaches the order of magnitude of the

recycling flux of the background hydrogen. As discussed above such scenarios with high

impurity content are not desired.

8. Conclusions

A first plasma edge transport study based on 3-D modeling with EMC3-EIRENE and

including the effects of impurities is presented for the Wendelstein 7-X limiter startup

scenario. It is shown that the limiters cause still a complex, but well defined 3-D

magnetic edge topology consisting of helical flux tubes of three different lengths LC
that have a strong impact on the SOL plasma transport.

This topological impact results in a modulation of plasma parameters in correlation

with the connection lengths and in the formation of counter streaming flows. This

non-uniform edge transport causes unevenly distributed power loads on the limiters,

featuring maximum peak loads in the domains where the longest connection length flux

tubes connect to the limiter surfaces. The heat load distribution width λsf on the target

surface is defined. It originates from the exponential parallel heat flux decay λq‖ and

modified by the edge magnetic topology and the target geometry function.

A mitigation of peak fluxes and broadening of λsf can be achieved by increasing

the perpendicular to parallel transport ratio. This can be reached in the modeling by

either increasing the density nLCFS or, more effectively, by increasing the perpendicular

anomalous transport coefficients D⊥, χ⊥,e,i.

Impurity transport was assessed with respect to its feasibility for radiative edge

cooling in the 3-D boundary topology. For carbon it is shown that the SOL impurity

transport is relatively independent of the transport conditions in the confinement region.

However, the total radiative losses can be affected significantly by further ionization in

the core region. This implies that for nitrogen and even more for neon, a dedicated choice

of core plasma conditions is necessary in order to provide more reliable estimations for

the actual amount of radiative losses.

It is shown that intrinsic carbon causes radiative losses of less than 10% of the
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input power for the considered density range. Therefore, carbon sputtering alone is not

relevant for significant edge cooling and heat load mitigation in the scenarios addressed.

Significant radiative losses are instead achieved by seeding nitrogen and neon. Nitrogen

and neon fluxes are calculated so that their total radiation is fixed to be 40% of the

input power, resulting in a reduction of peak load typically by 40-50%. The volumetric

impurity radiation occurs in helical structures due to the local sources, but leads to

a quite homogeneous reduction of the power loads on the limiters. This confirms the

need for a distribution of gas sources which accounts for the 5/5 symmetric structure

of the plasma edge. This is planned for the topologically more complex island divertor

operation for which the initial results from the limiter configuration can serve as a

guideline.
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Figures

Figure 1: (a) Poincare plot of the vacuum magnetic field at the bean shaped symmetry

plane (φtor = 0◦) within the vessel (black solid line). (b) Target-to-target connection

lengths (LC) topology arising once the five graphite inboard limiters inserted open the

field lines of the boundary magnetic field. The SOL domain relevant for plasma transport

consists of three LC : 36m (blue), 43m (purple) and 79m (orange).
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Figure 2: Target-to-target connection lengths (LC) profiles covering a half field period

(∆φtor = 1
2
· 360◦

5
= 36◦) (a) at the bean shaped symmetry plane (φtor = 0◦, including

the limiter), (b) the cross section of the impurity seeding source (φtor = 12.3◦, green

mark: poloidal seeding position), (c) a cross section at φtor = 24◦, (d) the triangular

symmetry plane at φtor = 36◦.
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Figure 3: Magnetic field lines representing the three different types of magnetic flux

bundles in the SOL. (a) A field line starts on a limiter and hits the same limiter after

one toroidal turn (1 turn, LC ≈ 36m). (b) A field line starts on a limiter and hits after

one toroidal turn the next neighbouring limiter (1.2 turns, LC ≈ 43m). (c) A field line

starting on one limiter performs two toroidal turns until hitting the next neighbouring

limiter (2.2 turns, LC ≈ 79m).
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Figure 4: Plasma profiles for nLCFS = 7·1018m−3, Pin = 4MW at φtor =12.3◦: (a)

2-D Pressure profile. (b) 1-D poloidal pressure and connection lengths profile. (c) 2-D

Mach number profile. (d) 1-D poloidal Mach number and connection lengths profile.
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Figure 5: Left: Target-to-target connection length LC mapped on the limiter.

Right: 2-D limiter heat flux deposition for a hydrogen plasma at Pin =4MW and

nLCFS = 1 · 1018m−3.

Figure 6: Left: 2-D limiter heat flux deposition for a density scan with pure hydrogen

for a density range nLCFS = 1 · 1018m−3 to 1.9·1019m−3 at Pin =4MW. Right: 1-D

surface profile of the deposited heat loads extracted at Z = −0.2m, magenta mark, left.

The overlaid black dotted line corresponds to the according local LC . The red dotted

box indicates the fit domain for λsf .
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Figure 7: Left: Maximum deposited peak heat fluxes Ppeak and right: limiter surface

deposition decay lengths λsf for four different density cases nLCFS = 1 · 1018, 7 · 1018,

1.3 · 1019 and 1.9 · 1019m−3 at Pin = 4MW inferred from the 1-D profiles in figure 6.

Figure 8: Left: 2-D limiter heat flux deposition for a transport parameter scan for a

pure hydrogen plasma at nLCFS = 9 · 1018m−3, Pin = 2MW , D⊥ = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0m2s−1,

χ⊥,e,i = 3D⊥. Right: 1-D surface scan of the deposited heat flux at Z = −0.2m for

a transport and power parameter scan at nLCFS = 9 · 1018m−3, Pin =2MW, 4MW,

D⊥ =0.5, 1.0, 2.0m2s−1, χ⊥,e,i = 3D⊥ extracted at Z = −0.2m, magenta mark, left.
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Figure 9: Left: Maximum deposited peak heat fluxes Ppeak and right: limiter surface

deposition decay lengths λsf for three different spatially fixed anomalous transport

coefficients D⊥ (χperp,e,i = 3D⊥) for nLCFS = 9 · 1018m−3 at Pin = 2MW, 4MW

respectively, inferred from the 1-D profiles in figure 8.

Figure 10: 2-D total impurity radiation profiles at φtor = 12.3◦ for (a) intrinsic carbon

eroded from the limiter, (b) seeded nitrogen (including intrinsic carbon), (c) seeded neon

(including intrinsic carbon) at nLCFS = 7·1019m−3 at Pin =4MW. Nitrogen and neon

are injected at the top (compare with figure 2b).
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Figure 11: Radial distribution of total impurity radiation for the density scan at

Pin =4MW. (a) Intrinsic carbon eroded from the limiter, (b) intrinsic carbon for different

transport conditions at fixed nLCFS = 9·1019m−3, (c) seeded nitrogen (including intrinsic

carbon), (d) seeded neon (including intrinsic carbon). The black dotted lines indicate

ISB and LCFS (relevant for the boundary conditions).
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Figure 12: Left: 2-D limiter heat loads for nLCFS = 7 · 1019m−3, Pin =4MW for pure

hydrogen (H), including power losses due to sputtered carbon (C), additional nitrogen

seeding (C+N) and additional neon seeding (C+Ne). Right: the resulting 1-D surface

profiles for pure hydrogen and diluted plasmas at Z = −0.2m (compare mark in figure

6).
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Figure 13: Left: impurity influxes for nitrogen (cyan triangles) and simultaneously

eroded carbon (black triangles), neon (magenta circles) and simultaneously eroded

carbon (black circles) and eroded carbon without seeding (grey squares) for different

nLCFS. Right: total impurity radiation caused by the fluxes shown on the left for

seeded nitrogen and eroded carbon (cyan triangles), neon and eroded carbon (magenta

circles) and impurity losses in case of eroded carbon without seeding (grey squares) and

the respective radiation fractions due to carbon erosion only in case of seeded nitrogen

(black triangles) and neon (black circles). The blue dotted line marks the fixed radiation

fraction of the seeded species.

Figure 14: Left: Peak heat fluxes Ppeak and right: limiter surface deposition decay

lengths λsf for different nLCFS for hydrogen plasmas (blue triangles), including intrinsic

sputtered carbon impurities (green +- and x-symbols), additional seeding of nitrogen

(red diamonds and squares) and neon (magenta circles and stars).
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